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2021 KVT HORSES IN TRAINING

OLDER HORSES:

Dance Fever (2017 bay gelding by Sir Prancealot ex Silk Fan) 
Trained by Clive Cox

Sir Busker (2016 bay gelding by Sir Prancealot ex Street Kitty) 
Trained by William Knight

Spanish Kiss (2017 bay gelding by Lope De Vega ex Kissable)
Trained by William Knight

Streak Lightning (2017 chesnut gelding by Night Of Thunder ex Emreliya) 
Trained by Mark Johnston

THREE-YEAR-OLDS:

Carolus Magnus (2018 bay colt by Holy Roman Emperor ex Izola) 
Trained by Andrew Balding

Dual Identity (2018 bay colt by Belardo ex Teide Lady) 
Trained by William Knight

Equality (2018 bay colt by Equiano ex Penny Drops) 
Trained by Charles Hills

Novelty (2018 bay filly by New Approach ex Welsh Angel) 
Trained by Mark Johnston

Semper Augustus (2018 chesnut colt by Dutch Art ex Pink Flames) 
Trained by Ed Walker

TWO-YEAR-OLDS:

Unnamed (2019 bay colt by Declaration Of War ex Go Kart) 
Trained by Andrew Balding

Unnamed (2019 bay colt by Ardad ex Regina) 
Trained by Clive Cox 

Unnamed (2019 grey colt by Mastercraftsman ex Elegant Peace) 
Trained by Mark Johnston



INTRODUCTION 

In this the strangest of years we are delighted to showcase herein our yearling purchases to race in 
2021. Given the world in which we are currently living and the virus’ effects on all we have prudently 
cut back on our number of new recruits, but have sought serious quality if not quantity. The three 
colts described in the pages that follow will be trained by KVT regulars Andrew Balding (Kingsclere, 
Hampshire), Clive Cox (Lambourn, Berkshire) and Mark Johnston (Middleham, North Yorkshire).

Our undoubted 2020 season high, a major one, was our first Royal Ascot Winner – such a shame that 
it was behind closed doors. The four-year-old Sir Busker has been a revelation, steadily improving in 
each of his three seasons now to a rating of 111. He won two races, was such a close second in two 
major heritage handicaps and mixed it with the big boys coming second in a Group 2. This horse has 
not only been a flag bearer for William Knight, now operating from a new base in Newmarket, but he 
has taken on this role for KVT following the retirement of Magical Memory. Consistent, hardy, 
durable and cheaply purchased, Sir Busker puts the punch into “punching above our weight”. We can’t 
wait for next year!

Our three-year-old crop featured Streak Lightning, Dance Fever and Spanish Kiss - three talented 
horses who have promised plenty on the track. Streak Lightning won his first two races whilst Dance 
Fever and Spanish Kiss were placed in all their respective starts, the former in two smart three-year-old 
handicaps. All three had their seasons curtailed due to niggles but we will race them on next season 
when hopefully they have more luck. Our two-year-olds are not fully rolling yet but it appears there is 
plenty to look forward to. Semper Augustus has shown promise in his handful of runs to date and Ed 
Walker thinks he is capable of progressing well off an attractive handicap rating. Dual Identity was an 
eyecatching 6th on debut at Salisbury whilst Equality is likely to make his debut at the time of this 
going to press. Novelty and Carolus Magnus were both in fast work prior to sustaining setbacks but had 
shown a high level of ability and the dream is very much alive with both of them.

The three colts described in the following pages have all met our normal criteria and, as importantly, 
all had a big thumbs up from their trainers who would have purchased them themselves had we not 
done so. Our bloodstock agent Luke Lillingston and his team have again worked hard to seek the 
best for our budget and the climate this year has allowed them to be particularly picky.

New bloodstock provides the opportunity for optimism, a healthy dose of which we could all do 
with. Surely the Politicians must have finally got their Covid act together by the New Year? The 
world cannot economically remain permanently locked down so we must all find ways to live with 
the awful virus as we do with many other medical issues. European Racing Authorities are leading 
the way in the sporting community to open the stadium gates. We at KVT remain thoroughly 
positive that we will all be back to some sort of “normality” next Spring, with trainer open days and 
days at the races. Although we have been cautious in the number of yearlings purchased, should 
demand so warrant we can add another yearling later on.

As ever shares will be sold on a first come first served basis. With only a “virtual” Annual Parade  
this year and early inspections at Merton Place Stud, our reduced list may fill earlier than usual. 
Good luck with your purchases.

Sam Hoskins and Piers Winkworth



THE ANDREW BALDING SYNDICATE

Cost per share £7,900

Declaration Of War ex Go Kart colt

This tough-looking colt is by the dual Group 1 winner Declaration Of War. He 
stood his first season in Ireland before moving to Kentucky, where his leading sire 
War Front stands, and where this colt was conceived. Declaration Of War’s sole 
European crop has yielded the French 2,000 Guineas winner Olmedo whilst he 
currently sits in fourth position in the sires league table by percentage of horses 
rated 80 or above - just behind Frankel, Scat Daddy and Dubawi – three of the best 
sires in the world!

The dam, Go Kart, was a talented, hardy mare on the track in Ireland, achieving black type and rated 94 
by the handicapper. She is a granddaughter of the Listed-winning Kart Star, whilst her sire, Intense Focus, 
hails from the superb Giant’s Causeway sireline, which is so potent for producing successful broodmares.

We bought this colt for £42,000 at the Tattersalls Ireland September Yearling Sale, this year held in 
Newmarket, which makes him eligible for the €300,000 Tattersalls Ireland Super Auction Sales Race. He is 
a fine stamp of a horse and we were buoyed that Andrew Balding already had this colt high on his shopping 
list at the sale. Andrew was delighted that we managed to secure him.

Luke Lillingston commented: “This is a particularly powerful colt which we bought from one of Ireland’s 
leading nurseries Ballylinch Stud whose manager John O’Connor bred him having raced his dam. She was a 
very fast, tough and sound mare who ran thirty times over three seasons, winning three and placing twelve 
times, mainly over 5 furlongs, including in a listed race. His sire was a high class racehorse whose finest hours 
came in the Queen Anne at Royal Ascot and the Juddmonte International at York. His statistics as a stallion 
also stand up to plenty of scrutiny. He is a colt who should give plenty of fun as a two-year-old, but with scope 
to train on well like both his parents.” 



PEDIGREE

Declaration of War 
(USA) 

War Front Danzig 
Starry Dreamer 

BAY COLT (IRE) 
February 26th, 2019 
(First Produce) 

Tempo West Rahy 
Tempo 

Go Kart (IRE) 
(2013) 

Intense Focus Giant's Causeway 
Daneleta 

Kartiste Kalanisi 
Kart Star 

E.B.F. Nominated. 

1st dam 
Go Kart (IRE): 3 wins at 2 and 3 years and £60,521 and placed 19 times inc. 2nd 

Midsummer Sprint S., Cork, L.; She also has a colt foal by Make Believe (GB). 

2nd dam 
KARTISTE (IRE): unraced; dam of 3 winners from 4 runners and 6 foals; 

Go Kart (IRE) (f. by Intense Focus (USA)): see above. 
Muzbid (IRE): 3 wins at 3, 4 and 6 years, 2020 and £25,726 and placed 6 times. 
Dream Kart (IRE): 2 wins at 2 years, 2019 and £14,288 and placed 6 times. 

She also has a 2-y-o filly and a colt foal by Make Believe (GB). 

3rd dam 
KART STAR (IRE): 4 wins at 3 to 5 years in France and in U.S.A. and £74,872 inc. Prix 

Coronation, Saint-Cloud, L., placed 6 times inc. 2nd Prix Amandine, Saint-Cloud, L. and 
Prix de la Cochere, Saint-Cloud, L.; dam of 2 winners from 2 runners and 4 foals inc.: 
Admiral Barry (IRE): 3 wins and £105,467. 

4th dam 
KARMISKA (FR): 4 wins in France inc. Prix de la Nonette, Deauville, Gr.3 and Prix de 

Meudon, Longchamp, L., placed 3 times inc. 2nd Prix de Psyche, Deauville, Gr.3; Own 
sister to Karmisyk (FR); dam of 6 winners from 10 runners and 10 foals inc.: 
KART STAR (IRE): see above. 
KARMIFIRA (FR): 3 wins at 2 and 3 years in France and £81,855 inc. Prix Finlande, 

Longchamp, L., placed 5 times inc. 2nd Poule d'Essai des Pouliches, Longchamp, 
Gr.1; dam of 5 winners inc.: 
On Verra (IRE): winner at 2 years in France and £122,237 and placed 5 times 

inc. 2nd Prix Marcel Boussac, Longchamp, Gr.1, Prix Vanteaux, Longchamp, 
Gr.3 and 3rd Prix d'Aumale, Chantilly, Gr.3. 

Keladora (USA), 3 wins at 2, 3 and 5 years in France and in U.S.A. and 
£65,322 and placed 10 times inc. 2nd Grand Criterium de Bordeaux, Bordeaux - 
Le Bouscat, L, 3rd Grand Criterium du Languedoc, Toulouse, L; 

Karmousil (USA): 6 wins at 3 and 5 years in France and placed 4 times inc. 3rd Prix 
Hubert de Chaudenay, Longchamp, Gr.2, Grand Prix de Parilly, Lyon Parilly, L. and 
Prix d'Avilly-Saint-Leonard, Chantilly, L. 

Kardashina (FR): 3 wins at 3 years in France and £53,193 and placed 7 times; dam of 
4 winners inc.: 
AYAM ZAMAN (IRE): 2 wins at 2 years and £25,590 inc. Zetland S., 

Newmarket, L., placed once, 3rd Lingfield Oaks Trial, Lingfield Park, L. 
Phillippa (IRE): unraced; dam of Naseem Alyasmeen (IRE): 3 wins at 3 years 

and £37,789 and placed 13 times inc. 2nd Bahrain Trophy, Newmarket, Gr.3 
and Stand Cup, Chester, L. 

Circuit City (IRE): winner at 3 years in France; dam of 4 winners inc.: 
Starlite Princess (USA): winner in U.S.A.; dam of Attica Sale (ARG): winner 

in Argentina, 2nd Clasico Miguel Luis Morales, La Plata, Gr.2 and Asociacion 
Cooperativa de Criadores, Palermo, L. 

Karlinaxa (GB): placed 9 times at 2 to 4 years in France; dam of 7 winners inc.: 
Rioka (IRE): 2 wins at 3 years in France and £42,582 and placed 9 times inc. 3rd 

Prix des Sablonnets, Nantes, L.; dam of Penorka (FR): 3 wins at 2 years in 
France and £67,180 and placed 5 times inc. 2nd Prix de la Grotte, Longchamp, 
Gr.3 and Prix Millkom, La Teste De Buch, L. 



Ardad ex Regina colt

This attractive colt is by the first season sire Ardad, a very fast and precocious son of 
the mighty Kodiac, who won the Windsor Castle Stakes at Royal Ascot before going 
on to take the Flying Childers (Group 2) later in his two-year-old season. Kodiac is 
an outstanding stallion and now an emerging sire of sires via the likes of first season 
sires, Kodi Bear and Coulsty, who have impressed with their first runners. Clive Cox, 
who will train this colt, has excelled with progeny from this sire line including this 
year’s Coventry Stakes winner, Nando Parrado, and the aforementioned Kodi Bear.

This colt’s dam, Regina, is a 93-rated daughter of the Cherry Hinton winner and 1,000 Guineas placed 
Dazzle. She has done a good job at stud with 7 winners to date including the black-type filly Survived and 
a number of other well-rated horses by lesser stallions.

We bought this colt for £55,000 at the Tattersalls Ireland September Yearling Sale, this year held in 
Newmarket, which makes him eligible for the €300,000 Tattersalls Ireland Super Auction Sales Race. Clive 
loved him and has tasted great success with acquisitions from this sale, including Harry Angel.

Luke Lillingston commented: “This is a really beautiful colt purchased from another great source of success, 
the Burns family’s Lodge Park Stud in Co Kilkenny. A half brother to 7 winners, his granddam was the top 
class two-year-old Dazzle who trained on to be placed in the 1,000 Guineas. One of the features of the 2020 
season has been the immediate success of Kodiac as a sire of stallions and Ardad will have his first runners 
next year. Indeed this colt is born on the same cross as this year’s Royal Ascot winning two-year-old The Lir 
Jet, by another son of Kodiac out of a mare by the mighty Green Desert. Clive Cox has told me at least three 
times since the sale how delighted he is that we bought him; I, like many others, regard him as an excellent 
judge. The portents look good for this charming colt.” 

THE CLIVE COX SYNDICATE

Cost per share £8,900



PEDIGREE

Ardad (IRE) 
Kodiac Danehill 

Rafha 

BAY COLT (IRE) 
April 1st, 2019 

Good Clodora Red Clubs 
Geht Schnell 

Regina (GB) 
(2002) 

Green Desert Danzig 
Foreign Courier 

Dazzle Gone West 
Belle Et Deluree 

E.B.F. Nominated. B.C. Nominated.

1st dam 
REGINA (GB): 2 wins at 2 years and £13,198 and placed twice; dam of 7 winners from 

10 runners and 10 foals of racing age inc.; 
Survived (GB) (2011 f. by Kyllachy (GB)): winner at 2 years and £12,297 and placed 

4 times inc. 3rd Rose Bowl S., Newbury, L. and 4th Land O'Burns Fillies' S., Ayr, L. 
and Dragon S., Sandown Park, L.; dam of a winner: 
Spartan Fighter (GB): 2 wins at 2 years, 2019 and £14,066 and placed once. 

Six Wives (GB) (2007 f. by Kingsalsa (USA)): 10 wins and £55,803 and placed 27 
times, broodmare. 

Nibras Again (GB) (2014 g. by Kyllachy (GB)): 4 wins to 2020 and £47,831 and placed 
12 times. 

Garsman (IRE) (2017 g. by Garswood (GB)): 3 wins at 3 years, 2020 and £18,896 and 
placed 3 times. 

2nd dam 
DAZZLE (GB): 3 wins at 2 and 3 years inc. Cherry Hinton S., Newmarket, Gr.2, 3rd 

1000 Guineas, Newmarket, Gr.1; dam of 6 winners from 9 runners and 10 foals inc.: 
Rainbow Queen (GB): winner at 2 years; dam of winners. 

Oxford Opinion (IND): winner in India, 3rd Poonawalla Breeders' Multi-Million, 
Mumbai, L. 

3rd dam 
BELLE ET DELUREE (USA): 2 wins at 2 and 3 years in France and £21,022; dam of 9 

winners from 13 runners and 16 foals inc.: 
BASCHAR (GB): 3 wins at 3 to 5 years in Germany inc. Preis von Dahlwitz, Berlin-

Hoppegarten, L., 3rd Grosser Preis von Berlin, Berlin-Hoppegarten, Gr.1. 
FANTASIZE (GB): 2 wins at 2 and 3 years and £36,366 inc. Carey's Swinley S., 

Ascot, L.; dam of 4 winners. 
HYPNOTIZE (GB): 2 wins at 2 years and £21,938 inc. Milcars Star S., Sandown 

Park, L.; dam of 7 winners inc.: 
HOORAY (GB): Champion 2yr old filly in Europe in 2010, 5 wins at 2 and 3 years 

and £208,444 inc. Adnams Cheveley Park S., Newmarket, Gr.1. 
HYPNOTIC (GB): 7 wins inc. The Darley Criterium de l'Ouest, Craon, L. 

Enchant (GB): winner at 3 years 3rd Lupe S., Goodwood, L.; dam of 6 winners: 
Miswaki Belle (USA): placed once at 3 years; dam of 7 winners inc.: 

DANEHURST (GB): Champion older mare in Italy in 2002, 10 wins inc. Flying 
Five, Curragh, Gr.2, 2nd Golden Jubilee S., Ascot, Gr.1 and 3rd July Cup, 
Newmarket, Gr.1; dam of BIRCH GROVE (IRE): 3 wins at 3 and 4 years, 
2019 at home and in France inc. Prix Tranchant Luth Enchantee, Clairefontaine, 
L.; grandam of MADEMOISELLE (JPN): won Tachibana S., Kyoto, L. 

HUMOURESQUE (GB): 5 wins inc. Prix Penelope, Saint-Cloud, Gr.3. 
RISING LEGEND (GB): 3 wins inc. Oceanside S., Del Mar. 
Polish Belle (GB): unraced; dam of Jairzihno (GB): 2 wins, £122,576: winner 

at 2 years and placed 4 times; also winner at 3 years in U.S.A. and £116,496 
and placed 15 times inc. 2nd Del Mar Derby, Del Mar, Gr.2, Misty Conquest 
(IRE): 2 wins at 2 years and £20,541 and placed 4 times inc. 2nd Dick Poole 
S., Salisbury, L. and 3rd Empress S., Newmarket, L. 

Tantalize (GB): unraced; dam of 3 winners inc.: 
Eulogize (GB): winner at 4 years in U.S.A.; dam of AYAHUASCA (USA): won 

Clasico Almirante Miguel Grau Seminario, Hipo Monterrico, Gr.2. 



Mastercraftsman ex Elegant Peace colt

This colt is by the supremely tough racehorse Mastercraftsman, a classic-winning 
miler whose finest hour may arguably have been in defeat, when narrowly coming 
second best in a titantic battle with Sea The Stars in the Juddmonte International  
at York. Since retiring to stud he has proven a very high class stallion, siring 
numerous Group 1 winners including The Grey Gatsby, Kingston Hill, Alpha 
Centauri and Amazing Maria.

This colt’s dam, Elegant Peace, was rated 92 on the track and she is a half-sister to a host of talented 
individuals including the Group 3-winning Hoh Mike who was also placed in the Norfolk and Flying 
Childers (both Group 2) as a two-year-old, as well as the other talented black-type sprinters, Hogmaneigh 
and Tamayuz Star.

We bought this colt for £48,000 at the Goffs Orby Sale which was this year held in Doncaster. Mark Johnston 
was extremely enthusiastic about this colt and we were pleasantly surprised we were able to afford him.

Luke Lillingston commented: “This classy colt is by the perennially successful stallion Mastercraftsman.  
His well rated dam is a half sister to Hoh Mike who I bought as a yearling and who was an unlucky second to 
Dutch Art in the five furlongs Norfolk Stakes at Royal Ascot as a two-year-old. He went on to prove himself  
as a group winning sprinter at three. Like his father he is a big boy. He carries himself and moves beautifully. 
Mark Johnston was very enthusiastic about trying to buy him and he is just the kind of horse he has done so 
well with over the years. We would hope he can emulate his female family by being a high class two-year-old 
and with the scope of his father to train on to being a successful three-year-old. At the sale he appeared to have 
a great attitude.” 

THE MARK JOHNSTON SYNDICATE

Cost per share £8,300



PEDIGREE

Mastercraftsman 
(IRE)

Danehill Dancer Danehill
Mira Adonde

GREY COLT (IRE)
February 20th, 2019
(Third Produce)

Starlight Dreams Black Tie Affair
Reves Celestes

Elegant Peace 
(IRE)
(2011)

Intense Focus Giant's Causeway
Daneleta

Magical Peace Magical Wonder
Peace In The Woods

E.B.F. Nominated. B.C. Nominated.

1st dam 
ELEGANT PEACE (IRE): 2 wins at 2 and 3 and placed; dam of 2 previous foals; 2 

runners; 1 winner: 
Rakassah (IRE) (17 f. by Night of Thunder (IRE)): winner at 3, 2020 in U.S.A. 

and £46,767 and placed 3 times; also placed twice at 2, 2019. 
Son of Darb's (IRE) (18 c. by Markaz (IRE)): ran twice at 2, 2020; died at 2. 

2nd dam 
MAGICAL PEACE (IRE): 2 wins at 3 and 4 and placed 14 times; dam of 14 foals; 

13 runners; 9 winners inc.: 
HOH MIKE (IRE) (c. by Intikhab (USA)): 5 wins at 2 and 3 and £139,932 inc. 

Laurent-Perrier Champagne Sprint S., Gr.3, waterhomes.com Pavilion S., L.
and cherriesracing.com Scurry S., L., placed 7 times inc. 2nd Norfolk S., Gr.2,
Willmott Dixon Cornwallis S., Gr.3, Watson/McCrohan Sandy Lane S., L., 3rd 
Persimmon Flying Childers S., Gr.2 and Champagne Lanson Sprint S., Gr.3. 

Hogmaneigh (IRE) (g. by Namid (GB)): 5 wins and £147,562 and placed 9 
times inc. 3rd Longfield Stables Abergwaun S., L.

Tamayuz Star (IRE) (g. by Tamayuz (GB)): 3 wins at 2 and 3 and £103,546 
and placed 8 times inc. 2nd Peter Willett Starlit S., L.

Intapeace (IRE) (f. by Intikhab (USA)): 3 wins at 2 and 3 and £48,972 and 
placed 6 times inc. 3rd EBF Fairy Bridge S., L.; dam of a winner: 
Gift Wrap (IRE): winner at 2 and placed 5 times. 

Dario Gee Gee (IRE) (c. by Bold Fact (USA)): 2 wins at 2 and £43,610 and 
placed 4 times inc. 3rd betfair.com Two Year Old Trophy, L.

3rd dam 
PEACE IN THE WOODS (by Tap On Wood): unraced, a twin; dam of 7 foals; 4 

runners; 2 winners inc.: 
Magical Peace (IRE): see above. 

4th dam 
LADYTOWN: 2 wins at 3 and placed; dam of 5 foals; 2 runners; 2 winners. 

Kayu: unraced; dam of winners inc.: 
VINNIE ROE (IRE): Champion older stayer in Europe in 2002, Jt

Champion older stayer in Europe in 2004, 13 wins at home and in 
France and £1,183,996 inc. Jefferson Smurfit Mem. Irish St Leger, Gr.1 (4
times), Prix Royal Oak, Gr.1, Saval Beg S., L. (twice), Ballyroan S., L. (twice), 
EBF Eyrefield S., L., Challenge S., L. and Ballycullen S., L., placed 2nd Ascot 
Gold Cup, Gr.1, Emirates Melbourne Cup, Gr.1, Saval Beg S., L., Ballyroan 
S., L., 3rd Ascot Gold Cup, Gr.1, Irish Field Irish St Leger, Gr.1, Juddmonte 
Beresford S., Gr.3, Ballyroan S., L. and Ballysax S., L.; sire. 

RICH VICTIM (IRE): 8 wins at home and in Hong Kong and £632,105 inc. 
Queen Mother's Cup, L. (twice) and The Centenary Vase, L., placed 2nd The 
Centenary Vase, L. and 3rd Queen Mother's Cup, L.



TERMS AND CONDITIONS

THE ANDREW BALDING SYNDICATE – Declaration Of War ex Go Kart colt

This will be a 16 share Partnership at £7,900 per share with the first payment due on signing of 
£5,500 and the balance of £2,400 due on 31st March 2021.

THE CLIVE COX SYNDICATE – Ardad ex Regina colt

This will be a 16 share Partnership at £8,900 per share with the first payment due on signing of 
£6,500 and the balance of £2,400 due on 31st March 2021.

THE MARK JOHNSTON SYNDICATE – Mastercraftsman ex Elegant Peace colt

This will be a 16 share Partnership at £8,300 per share with the first payment due on signing of 
£5,900 and the balance of £2,400 due on 31st March 2021.

FOR ALL SYNDICATES

The cost of a share includes all charges, including management charges, through to the end of 
October 2021. Assuming the horse is trained for a further year, we would estimate that the cost 
per share for the second year would be £1,800 payable 31st October 2021, and £2,400 payable 
31st March 2022.

At the end of each season (end October) a financial statement is sent to partners and all 
prizemoney and surplus on running costs returned to partners.



GROUP RACE SUCCESSES

Horses managed by KVT have won or been placed  
in the following Group 1 and Group 2 Races

• The Betfred Sprint Cup • 

• The JLT Lockinge Stakes •

• The Premio Roma •

• The Prix Morny •

• The French 2000 Guineas •

• The National Stakes •

• The Prix Maurice de Gheest •

• The Diamond Jubilee Stakes •

• The Duke of York Stakes •

• The Sky Bet York Stakes •

• The Bet 365 Mile (twice) •

• The Summer Mile Stakes •

• The Mill Reef Stakes •

• The Prix Dollar •

• The Scottish Derby •

• The Prix Barriere de la Rochelle •

• The July Stakes •

• The Premio Emilio Turati •

• The Prix Daniel Wildenstein •

• The Mill Reef Stakes •

• The Gimcrack Stakes •

• The Richmond Stakes •

• The Lowther Stakes •

• The Celebration Mile Stakes •



KENNET VALLEY THOROUGHBREDS 
Barbarons, Dunsfold, Surrey, GU8 4PF

www.kvtracing.com

Enquiries to:  
Sam Hoskins on 01483 200186 or 07791 746119

Email: sam@kvtracing.com

SIR BUSKER, providing a real KVT highlight winning at Royal Ascot – now rated 111  
he cost only €25,000 as a yearling and is the perfect syndicate horse.


